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Why Crypto

Crypto gives us confidentiality and integrity

Confidentiality – protect from unauthorized reading

Integrity – protect from unauthorized alteration

The primary use of crypto in Bitcoin is integrity

Protect the wallet from alteration

Protect transactions from alteration

Protect the blockchain from alteration

Authenticate wallet ownership
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Major crypto families

Symmetric encryption

Single shared key

Asymmetric encryption

Public and private key

Hashing

One-way functions – like extended checksum

All are used in implementing digital currencies
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Characteristics of good crypto

Efficient …. (or not)

Small changes in input produce large changes in output

Standardized and vetted

Only the key is secret, not the code

Always used from a good, publicly available library

Unbroken

Required brute force to find key

Computationally difficult to reverse

Requires solving a “hard problem”
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Symmetric Encryption

Alice and Bob want to communicate privately

Lockbox example

Alice and Bob both have a key that locks or unlocks the lock 

on the lockbox

In the digital case, assuming a secure algorithm, key 

distribution a major problem
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The key management problem

What happens if we want to include Lois in the 

communication? But only some of the time?

The key distribution problem grows exponentially with the 

number of securely communicating groups

Solved by Diffe-Hellman’s key exchange solution, but 

requires asymmetric encryption and “real-time” exchange to 

establish a shared key.
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Lockboxes and Padlocks

Back to Alice and Bob and the lockbox – One potential 

solution is two keys, one for Bob, one for Alice.

This solves (reduces) the key problem at the expense of 

lockboxes!

What if we use padlocks instead of built-in locks on the 

lockboxes?  Yes? No?

What if we use “special padlocks” ?
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Asymmetric Encryption

Involve mathematical problems currently hard to solve

Factoring large numbers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_(cryptosystem)

The elliptic curve discrete algorithm problem

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve_cryptography

Each entity has two keys – one public, one private

At one level, similar to userid and password, but different

Lock with one key, unlock with the other

Review the Alice and Bob story
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Hash

Four properties of a cryptographic hash function: it is

1. easy to compute hash for any given message

2. infeasible to generate a message with a given hash

3. infeasible to modify a message without changing hash

4. infeasible to find two different messages with same hash

Used to 

Ensure a message hasn’t changed

Verify passwords
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Merkle Trees

Technique to generate a hash for a large number of 

messages and then be able to easily verify a particular 

message is included in the hash
Placed in block header

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/93/MerkleTree2.jpg
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Digital Signatures

A valid digital signature gives a recipient reason to believe 

… the sender cannot deny having sent the message 

(authentication and non-repudiation) and that the message 

was not altered in transit (integrity).

In the asymmetric encryption case, if we encrypt with our 

private key that proves it came from us. Inefficient!

Instead, a Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) is used and 

incorporated cryptographic hashes
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DSA
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http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/FIPS/NIST.FIPS.186-4.pdf

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/FIPS/NIST.FIPS.186-4.pdf


Bitcoin Transaction   http://blockchain.info

“Previous-sent-to”, not “From” address

Sender supplied public key and signature

Includes “change back” to sender – similar to cash

First transaction is the “coinbase” transaction
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http://blockchain.info/
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Transaction Format

General format    https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Transaction

Transaction Input

Transaction Output

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Transaction


Blockchain Block Header Information
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Block Hashing

Block format   https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Blocks

Block header   https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Block_hashing_algorithm

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Blocks
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Block_hashing_algorithm


Bitcoin Wallet

Money is added to account in the wallet associated with the 

Bitcoin address (one-time use)

The address includes a hash of a public key; the associated 

private key is used to lock the funds in the account

The wallet should be encrypted to protect the private keys 
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Securing_your_wallet

In some cases, backups must be done frequently to capture 

all the keys in the wallet
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https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Securing_your_wallet
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Wallet Types

Paper (hardcopy)

Hardware

Software (Bitcoin-QT or bitcoind)

encrypt, backup, erase

Online or Mobile

use for ready cash
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Explore

http://blockchain.info

http://blockchain.info/


To be continued …

That’s all for today … come back tomorrow for an overview 

of Bitcoin and other possibilities …

The blockchain is disruptive technology and the possibilities 

are endless.

Questions?

Many answers can be found at http://bitcoin.org

Mastering Bitcoin http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920032281.do
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